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https://youtu.be/QmZVFNNuU0Y
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In this chapter, we will learn about

�do MCQs, 
�fill the blanks
�true or false, wh questions
�do activities

and

�the population of our country
�the problems that arise out of 

over-population

India is rich in natural resources. You 
have already learnt that we have good 
soil, plenty of water, forests, metals, 
and minerals. But they are not useful by 
themselves. It is man who uses them for 
his benefit. Wise men make full use of 
their knowledge and skill to handle the 
natural resources for their benefit. We 
can say human beings are also one kind 
of  a  resource to uti l ise natural  
resources. They are called 

. Human resources are the best 
of all resources because they can shape 
the other resources benefit.

We got independence in 1947. We 
adopted planning for the orderly 
socio-economic development. Our aim 
was to put the natural resources to maximum use and make them available to all. 
We achieved a lot of progress with the help of human resources. Our agricultural 
produce has tripled owing to better methods of farming, more irrigation and using 
fertilizers. Large steel plants and other factories have been set up to make the things 
we need. Now we have many more schools, more hospitals, more roads, more 
railway trains, more aeroplanes and more TV stations, etc.

Development in all fields has greatly improved the standard of living of the
people.

human 
resources

to get

https://youtu.be/hRaRoRNug24
https://youtu.be/Ku5fcpFFwUg
https://youtu.be/h77NNy2KAng
https://youtu.be/hFAjmhuhClA
https://youtu.be/yu9QqK6Kc9s
https://youtu.be/XwgVt2pJFNE
https://youtu.be/AoSN5eG1aWk
https://youtu.be/tBJ3MB9SB5c
https://youtu.be/TmXjs3YvJ58
https://youtu.be/3-ospjRFtqU
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https://youtu.be/gm_nhzx-BYI
https://youtu.be/WdZ-APVC7wU
https://youtu.be/UVQSNX_n1ww
https://youtu.be/Xo_ZmvMyxW8
https://youtu.be/87wlW7OMYvQ
https://youtu.be/xgPc1KgHevI
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